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The following guidelines reflect Ascension’s preference, which 
has been informed by AP Style and determined by Ascension 
Marketing and Communications. Any exceptions to AP Style 
are specifically noted. Examples are shown in italics following 
the guideline; use of italics is not part of the recommended style 
unless specifically stated. 
 
 
 
abbreviations and acronyms — Use full name on first reference; when an abbreviation 

or acronym is preferred on second reference, enclose it in parentheses following full 

name on first reference. No acronym is necessary if there is only one use of the term. 

Ascension Medical Group (AMG) is part of Ascension. AMG is one of the nation’s premier 

physician practice organizations. 

Note on capitalization of abbreviations and acronyms: many terms may have all-caps 

acronyms (e.g., EHR for electronic health record), but this does not mean the original 

term should necessarily be capitalized. 

academic degrees — Use an apostrophe in bachelor’s degree, master’s degree, etc.  

Use the following abbreviations after a full name [includes some exceptions to AP style] 

— BA, BSN, MA, MS, LL.D, EdD, PhD, Dr.PH, RN, MD 

See also credentials. 

acronyms — We prefer using words because acronyms do not enhance clarity. 

addresses — 

street names — Abbreviate the following when used with numerical street address: Ave., 

Blvd., St.; spell out when used without numerical street address: Avenue, 

Boulevard, Street; spell out all other street designations with or without numerical 

street address: Drive, Road, Lane, Place, etc. 



state names — Spell out state names in body copy/text; state names are not necessary 

for the cities listed below. 

Use abbreviations below in datelines, lists, tabular material, political party affiliations and 

photo captions except for these eight states, which are never abbreviated: 

Alaska, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Ohio, Texas and Utah. 

In mailing addresses with ZIP codes, use the two-letter postal abbreviation, all caps, no 

periods. 

Avoid abbreviating states in headlines as much as possible. Use a comma between the 

city and state and following the state name within text. 

Ascension Providence Hospital, Waco, Texas, treated 100 burn victims. 

state names, continued — Do not abbreviate state names in most uses. 

Following are the state abbreviations that may be used in tabular material, photo 

captions, and party affiliation (postal code abbreviations in parentheses): 

Ala. (AL) Md. (MD) N.D. (ND) 
Ariz. (AZ) Mass. (MA) Okla. (OK) 
Ark. (AR) Mich. (MI) Ore. (OR) 
Calif. (CA) Minn. (MN) Pa. (PA) 
Colo. (CO) Miss. (MS) R.I. (RI) 
Conn. (CT) Mo. (MO) S.C. (SC) 
Del. (DE) Mont. (MT) S.D. (SD) 
Fla. (FL) Neb. (NE) Tenn. (TN) 
Ga. (GA) Nev. (NV) Vt. (VT) 
Ill. (IL) N.H. (NH) Va. (VA) 
Ind. (IN) N.J. (NJ) Wash. (WA) 
Kan. (KS) N.M. (NM) W.Va. (WV) 
Ky. (KY) N.Y. (NY) Wis. (WI) 
La. (LA) N.C. (NC) Wyo. (WY) 

 

These are the postal code abbreviations for the eight states that are never 

abbreviated in text: AK (Alaska), HI (Hawaii), ID (Idaho), IA (Iowa), ME (Maine), 

OH (Ohio), TX (Texas), UT (Utah). Also: District of Columbia (DC) 

 

Cities that can be named without states — Except in addresses, these cities 

stand alone without the state name: 

Atlanta Houston Philadelphia 
Baltimore Indianapolis Phoenix 
Boston Las Vegas Pittsburgh 
Chicago Los Angeles St. Louis 
Cincinnati Miami Salt Lake City 
Cleveland Milwaukee San Antonio 
Dallas Minneapolis San Diego 
Denver New Orleans San Francisco 
Detroit New York Seattle 
Honolulu Oklahoma City Washington, D.C. 

 

advance directive — Not advanced directive (per American Bar Association) 



Advanced Strategic Direction — Note capitalization. 

affect/effect — 

affect (v.) means to influence (the decision will affect patient care)  

affect (n.) should be avoided in every-day usage (commonly used in psychology 

to describe an emotion) 

effect (v.) means to cause (legislation will effect changes in prescription drug coverage) 

effect (n.) means result (the immediate effect of the earthquake was devastating) 

ages — Always use figures; ages expressed as adjectives before a noun or as a 

substitute for a noun, use hyphens. 

5-year-old boy; the boy is 5 years old; the boy, 7, has a sister, 10 

 

 

a.m., p.m. — See time. 

9 a.m. not 9 am or 9 AM 

Incorrect, redundant use: 10 a.m. this morning 

Ascension At Home 

Ascension Health — This name is no longer used except as necessary in legal and 

related uses. 

Ascension Healthcare — This term is no longer used. 

Ascension Living 

Ascension Sponsor — Our sole Sponsor, a non-congregational ministerial public juridic 

person (MPJP) approved by the Vatican in 2011. 

associate — Use associate (lower case), not employee or co-worker, unless referring to 

employees or co-workers in general rather than Ascension associates. 

behavioral and mental health — This is the preferred term for this line of service. 

Bible — Capitalize when referring to the Scriptures in the Old Testament or the New 

Testament. Lower case bible as non-religious term: The Stylebook is our usage bible. 

Note: To help ensure that Biblical references and quotations reflect inclusive language 

and intent, it is helpful to consult more than one translation of the Bible. The Complete 

Parallel Bible contains the Old and New Testaments with the Apocryphal/ 

Deuterocanonical Books and offers a side-by-side comparison of the New Revised 

Standard Version of the Bible, the Revised English Bible, the New American Bible* and 

the New Jerusalem Bible. 

*Translation used by Catholic clergy in most English-speaking countries. 

Note: Translations of the Bible hold copyright protections. 



Bible citations — Cite chapter and verse: Matthew 4:16; Luke 21:1-13. 

board certified — Do not use board eligible; hyphenate if used as modifier before a noun: 

Dr. Burns is a board-certified dermatologist. 

Board of Directors — Not Board of Trustees when referring to the Ascension Board. 

Capitalize when used as formal name, lower case in subsequent references and when 

used as general reference: The Ascension Board of Directors met in December. The 

board will act on the proposal next month. 

breaks — Do not break two-word phrases that are proper names, either in headlines or 

body text. 

St. Louis, John Jones, Dr. Weaver 

bullets — We refrain from using this term because of negative connotations when used 

outside of word processing. See dot points. 

Caesarean section — Always capitalize; subsequent references: C-section. 

capitalization of Ascension terms — [these are also listed separately in the guide 

alphabetically] 

Advanced Strategic Direction — capitalized 

associates, leaders, nurse, communicator, caregiver, etc. — not capitalized when a 

generic descriptor rather than a job title 

clinically integrated system of care — not capitalized 

Dual Transformation — capitalized 

electronic health record — not capitalized (preferred over electronic medical record) 

electronic medical record — not capitalized (electronic health record preferred) 

integrated national health ministry — not capitalized 

ministry — should be used only to refer to Ascension as a whole because it is one 

ministry serving in many markets or communities 

health ministry — not a preferred term; a change from previous practice 

Ministry Market — capitalized 

Ministry Market Executive — capitalized 

Ministry Market Leader — this title is no longer used 

Ministry-wide Function — hyphen; note capitalization 

One Mission — always capitalized 

One Integrated Ministry — always capitalized, but “integrated ministry” without “one” 



One Ascension — always capitalized 

streamline, consolidate, standardize — not capitalized 

System — capitalized when referring to Ascension 

System-wide, Systemwide — hyphenate as a compound modifier before a noun (“This 

is a System-wide approach”); but Systemwide in uses such as “the initiative will 

be implemented Systemwide.” 

caregiver — one word 

Catholic Church — note capitalization 

Catholic-sponsored — Hyphenate as a compound modifier before a noun. 

chair — Board of Directors head; not chairman, chairwoman or chairperson; capitalize 

when referring to a specific individual. 

clergy — 

Use “the Rev.” before an individual’s name on first reference, and Father before the first 

or last name, depending on the individual’s preference, on subsequent 

references. Substitute “Monsignor” for a Roman Catholic priest who has received 

this honor. 

For bishops, archbishops, cardinals or the Pope, use the appropriate title, capitalized, 

before the individual’s name: Cardinal Timothy Manning, archbishop of Los 

Angeles. 

clinically integrated system of care — not capitalized; never abbreviate 

compared to/compared with — 

compared to — when intent is to assert, without elaboration, that two or more 

items are similar. 

Sister Catherine compared his work for justice to Martin Luther King Jr.’s campaign for 

equal rights. 

compared with — when juxtaposing two or more items to illustrate similarities or 

differences. 

His time was 2:11, compared with 2:14 for his closest competitor. 

comprise/compose — 

comprise — to contain, include all 

• use in active voice 

• do not use comprised of 

• the whole comprises parts 

The United States comprises 50 states. 

compose — create, put together 



• use in active or passive voice 

He composed a song. The United States is composed of 50 states. 

congenital disability — not birth defect 

credentials — List academic and other credentials from highest to lowest. 

data — a plural noun, it takes plural verbs and pronouns except when regarded as a unit 

The data is accurate. The data have been carefully analyzed. 

database — one word 

dates — In written text (not a video or audio script), use figures without an abbreviation 

for first, second, third, etc. 

July 1 not July 1st , Jan. 9 not Jan. 9th 

months — When a month is used with a specific date, abbreviate Jan., Feb., Aug., Sept., 

Oct., Nov., Dec.; spell out when with a year but no date or used alone. 

Jan. 27, 2015; January 2015; January 

series of years — use this format: 1991-1994 (note use of regular hyphen and no 

spaces around it) 

sequence — time, day of week, date, location 

The meeting will be held at 9 a.m., Monday, April 30, in Conference Room A. Note: The 

day of the week (Monday) is not essential, but adds clarity for the reader. 

span of days — use hyphen, no spaces: Nov. 8-12; March 1-April 20 (note use of 

regular hyphen and no spaces around it) 

Do not separate a month and date at the end of a line of copy. 

Design Team — capitalized as part of the Mission-inspired Transformation work 

dietitian — not dietician 

disability — Used for limitation that interferes with a person’s functional ability to move, 

hear or learn. Please refer to the person first, then the disability to show reverence for the 

person. 

person with a disability, person disabled since birth, person who has cerebral palsy, 

person who uses a wheelchair, person who is deaf or has hearing loss, person with 

mental illness (not the disabled, the deaf, the mentally ill, etc.) 

 

divisions —The terms Healthcare Division and Solutions Division are no longer used. 

dot points — Use a hanging indent (first and additional lines indented). Per AP style 

change in 2019, use a period at the end of each dot point, regardless of whether it is a 

complete sentence or not. 

Dr. — Use after first reference to individuals with the degree of MD, DO, PhD, EdD or 

Dr.PH along with the last name; see also titles; always spell out when not used as title. 



Dr. Brown was quoted in the article; doctor surveys indicate a high degree of satisfaction 

with the new program. 

Dual Transformation — capitalized 

electronic health record — not capitalized (preferred over electronic medical record) 

electronic medical record — not capitalized (electronic health record preferred) 

email — no hyphen 

FACHE — Fellow of the American College of Healthcare Executives 

first aid (n.); first-aid (adj.) 

follow up (v.); follow-up (n., adj.) 

fund raising (n.); fund-raising (adj.); fund-raiser (n.) 

handicapped — Use only when part of an official term (handicapped parking spaces); do 

not use to describe a disability (hearing impaired, sight impaired, physically impaired) 

headlines — Use sentence case in headlines; also see publication titles. 

health ministry — no longer a preferred term 

healthcare — one word except in proper name that uses Health Care 

Healthcare Division — this term is no longer used. 

hyphenated words — Split lines at phrase breaks; do not break line at hyphens. The 

following rules apply to hyphenated terms appearing in a title capitalized in headline style: 

1. Always capitalize the first element. 

2. Capitalize any subsequent elements unless they are articles, prepositions, 

coordinating conjunctions (and, but, for, or, nor), or such modifiers as flat or 

sharp following musical key symbols. 

3. If the first element is merely a prefix or combining form that could not stand by 

itself as a word (anti, pre, etc.), do not capitalize the second element unless it 

is a proper noun or proper adjective. 

4. Capitalize the second element in a hyphenated simple fraction (two-thirds in 

two-thirds majority). 

holistic, person-centered care — note punctuation 

inpatient — one word 

integrated national health ministry — not capitalized 

intranet — lower case 

JCAHO — The Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations 

changed its name to The Joint Commission, which should be used in all references. 



less, fewer — In general, use fewer for individual items, less for bulk or quantity/amount. 

I had less than $50 in my pocket. (amount) 

I had fewer than 50 $1 bills. (individual items) 

kickoff (n., adj.); kick off, kicks off (v.) 

lifestyle — one word 

long-term care — Hyphenate when used as an adjective, use two words when used as 

an adverb. 

He has a long-term assignment. We will win in the long term. 

mental health — behavioral and mental health is preferred. 

ministerial public juridic person — See Ascension Sponsor. 

ministry — Acceptable as a reference to a Ascension as a whole (our ministry); 

however, “our health ministry” or “our national health ministry” is preferred. 

● When referencing specific markets, use either the name of the specific facility 

and indicate which Ministry Market it is part of, or the Ministry Market itself, 

depending on context. 

Correct: Our meeting will be at Ascension Sacred Heart Hospital Pensacola, part 

of Ascension Florida. 

Incorrect: Our meeting will be at Pensacola. 

● Correct: She will lead Ascension Florida. 

● Correct: The product will be rolled out in three markets. 

Ministry Market — capitalized. Follow this style for Ascension’s Ministry Markets: 

Led by a Senior Vice President, Ascension: 

● Ascension Alabama 

● Ascension Florida 

● Ascension Indiana 

● Ascension Kansas 

● Ascension Michigan 

● Ascension Oklahoma 

● Ascension Tennessee 

● Ascension Texas 

● Ascension Wisconsin 

Led by a Health System President and CEO: 

● Ascension Lourdes, Binghamton, New York 

● Ascension Baltimore or Ascension Saint Agnes 

● Ascension’s St. Mary’s Healthcare, Amsterdam, New York 

Led by Senior Vice President, Ascension, and President/CEO, AMITA Health: 

● Ascension’s AMITA Health Alexian Brothers Health System, Chicago 



Ministry Market Executive — capitalized; when identifying a Ministry Market Executive 

on first reference, always use the form [Firstname Lastname], Senior Vice President, 

Ascension Healthcare, Ministry Market Executive, [State/Region]. 

Ministry Market Leader — This term is no longer used. 

Ministry-wide Function — hyphen; note capitalization. The correct names of current 

Ministry-wide Functions are: 

Advocacy 

Clinical 

Finance 

Human Resources 

Legal 

Marketing and Communications 

Mission Integration 

Strategy 

Mission, Vision and Values — Capitalize unless not in reference to Ascension, as in 

“the mission of Catholic healthcare.” 

Mission-inspired Transformation — Note capitalization. 

months — See dates. 

myAscension — the associate portal at my.ascension.org 

nationwide — one word 

numbers — Spell out numbers from one to nine; use figures for 10 and higher. 

ages — always use figures; ages expressed as adjectives before a noun or as a 

substitute for a noun use hyphens. 

5-year-old boy; the boy is 5 years old; the boy, 7, has a sister, 10 

decimals — Use a period and numerals to indicate decimal amounts; do not 

exceed two places in text unless there are special circumstances; for decimal 

units less than one, use a zero before the period. 

1.25; 0.5 

fractions — Spell out amounts less than one, using hyphens between the words 

two-thirds, four-fifths. 

Use figures for precise amounts larger than one, converting to decimals whenever 

practical. 

1.25, 4.67, 12.8 

In tabular material, use figures exclusively, converting to decimals if needed. 

dimensions — Use figures and spell out inches, feet, yards, etc.; hyphenate 



adjective forms before nouns. 

he is 5 feet 6 inches tall, the 5-foot-6-inch man, 6,000 square feet of space, 31 pounds of 

waste, 43 million gallons 

over — Following an AP Style revision, this may be used instead of “more than” when 

referring to a quantity. 

Ascension St. Vincent’s has over 500 employed physicians. 

One Ascension — always capitalized 

One Ascension journey — preferred over “Journey to One Ascension” as One 

Ascension is not a destination. 

One Mission. One Integrated Ministry. One Ascension. Use as a slogan or a heading. 

Do not use within a sentence. 

Incorrect: Join us in our Journey to One Mission. One Integrated Ministry. One 

Ascension. 

ongoing — one word 

online — one word 

outpatient — one word 

Participating Entities — note capitalization 

Our Participating Entities are: Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul, Province of St. 

Louise; Congregation of St. Joseph; Congregation of the Sisters of St. Joseph of 

Carondelet; Congregation of Alexian Brothers of the Immaculate Conception Province – 

American Province; and Congregation of the Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother, Third Order 

Regular of St. Francis of Assisi – U.S./Caribbean Province. 

percent/percentage — Following a recent AP style revision, % may be used in most 

cases; use best judgment whether to use the word instead. Use figures and decimals for 

percentages, don’t spell out figures less than 10 for pecentages; a zero precedes a 

decimal. 

1 percent, 2.5%, 10%, 0.3 percent 

person-centered care — note hyphen 

poor and vulnerable — Out of reverence to the person, please refer to the person first, 

then the situation: “persons who are poor and vulnerable” or “those who are poor and 

vulnerable” not “the poor and vulnerable.” 

President Donald Trump; President Barack Obama — First reference: full name and 

title; subsequent references: President Trump; President Obama (do not use last name 

only). 

publication titles — capitalize all words in publication titles, chapter titles, etc., except: 



• articles: the, a, an 

• conjunctions: and, but, nor, or, yet 

• prepositions of fewer than four letters 

except when one of the above is the first word of a line 

punctuation 

ampersand — Use the ampersand in place of the word “and” only when it is part 

of a company’s, organization’s or agency’s formal name. 

comma — No comma before the conjunction in a simple series. 

Their diligence, leadership and commitment have helped us meet our goals. 

Use a comma before the last conjunction in a series if an element of the series 

also includes a conjunction, or for a complex series where the comma aids 

understanding. 

Our department includes Mike Brown, Susan Smith, and Bob and Pat Williams. 

dash — Use a space before and after a dash (consistent with AP Style). 

ellipsis — Treat an ellipsis as a word with a space before and after. 

I tried … honestly tried … to do what was best. 

hyphen — A hyphen is used if a prefix ends in a vowel and the same vowel 

follows the prefix; do not break line after hyphen. 

pre-empt, pre-existing, nonprofit, pretax  

Exception: For the prefix “co-,” retain the hyphen with words that indicate 

occupation or status: co-worker, co-chair; use no hyphen in other combinations: 

coordinate, cooperate, copay 

With compound modifiers: when a compound modifier precedes a noun, use 

hyphens to link all the words in the compound. 

Direct-to-consumer advertising has changed the pharmaceutical industry. 

The well-known clergyman will lead the discussion. 

period — Do not use for professional abbreviations, religious order credentials, 

acronyms or designations. 

MD, RN, SSJ, DC, PharmD, FACHE 

Exception: Dr.PH 

quotation marks — Commas, question marks and periods always go inside 

quotation marks. Semicolons go outside quotation marks. 

spacing — Use one space after end-of-sentence punctuation. 

religious designations — 

CFA — Alexian Brothers 

CSJ — Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet and Congregation of St. Joseph 



DC — Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul 

SSM — Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother 

• Designations appear after the last names of Sisters and Brothers; no periods 

are used to separate letters; all letters are capitalized. 

• Exceptions will be made for individual preference, but, generally, when using 

the title Sister or Brother before the name, either Sister/Brother or Sr./Br. is 

acceptable; when using with designation after the name, use Sr./Br. 

Sister Catherine will join us. 

The meeting will be chaired by Sr. Catherine Brown, DC. 

Also see Clergy. 

says/said — Past tense is preferable in most instances; present tense is appropriate 

when referring to a published quote and in photo captions. 

Dr. Tersigni said the move would strengthen Catholic healthcare. 

In the article, Dr. Cacchione says population health is going to become more important in 

the future. 

short-term care — Hyphenate when used as an adjective, use two words when used as 

an adverb. 

She has a short-term assignment. We will win in the short term. 

socially responsible investing — no hyphen 

Solutions Division — This term is no longer used. 

streamline, consolidate, standardize — not capitalized 

spiritually centered care — do not hyphenate 

Sponsor — capitalized when referring to Ascension Sponsor; lower case when referring 

to the historical sponsors of Ascension and/or its health ministries 

System — capitalized when referring to Ascension 

System-wide, Systemwide — Hyphenate as a compound modifier before a noun (“This 

is a System-wide approach”); but Systemwide in uses such as “the initiative will be 

implemented Systemwide.” 

telephone and fax numbers — Use area codes without parentheses; use hyphens to 

separate numbers. 314-733-8000 

time — format: 8:30-9:45 a.m., 8-9 a.m., 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. or 11 a.m. -1:30 p.m.  

(Note hyphen and no spaces, no zeroes at the top of the hour) 

Use noon (not 12 p.m.) and midnight (not 12 a.m.);  

Do not use 12 noon or 12 midnight (redundant). 

titles — Capitalize titles when they both precede and follow a name (or in a formal listing, 



or as part of a signature for a letter or memo); also, capitalize titles and use academic or 

professional credentials on external correspondence, formal communications, listings in 

publications. 

• Ascension President and Chief Executive Officer Joseph R. Impicciche, JD, 

MHA, will join us for lunch. 

• Joseph R. Impicciche, JD, MHA, President and Chief Executive Officer, 

Ascension, will be keynote speaker. 

• First reference: name, credential 

Mary Smith, MD; John Doe, RN 

• Subsequent reference: Dr. (last name) 

underway, under way — AP Style has approved use of one word in all uses. 

videotape — one word 

voice mail — two words 

website — one word, not capitalized; Ascension’s website is ascension.org. 

well-being — hyphenate 

worklife — one word 

workplace — one word 

worksite — one word 

ZIP code — note capitalization 

http://www.ascensionhealth.org/

